Affinity maturation, the increase in the affinity of antigen-specific antibodies during the course of immune responses, is a central, unique feature of humoral immunity. Memory is encoded, in part, in long-lived memory B cells that are the differentiated product of germinal center (GC) reactions in which B cells undergo somatic hypermutation and antigen selection (McHeyzer-Williams and McHeyzer-Williams, 2005). B cells expressing high affinity BCRs are favored in the antigen selection process, although the molecular basis of the advantage of high affinity BCRs in B cell selection is not completely understood. Studies in transgenic mouse models in vivo provided evidence that selection works at the level of competition between B cell clones (Takahashi et al., 1998; Dal Porto et al., 2002; Shih et al., 2002a,b; Brink et al., 2008). Transgenic mouse strains expressing BCRs that differed 40-fold in their affinity for the hapten 4-hydroxy-3-nitrophenyl (NP) showed only a 2-fold difference in the level of antibody produced in response to immunization with a T cell–dependent NP-containing antigen (Shih et al., 2002b). Similarly, two strains of mice showed comparable levels of NP-specific antibodies and GC formation in response to immunization with a T cell–dependent NP-containing antigen (Shih et al., 2002a). Collectively, these studies suggested that there are few differences in the intrinsic ability of high and low affinity BCRs to activate B cells. However, in adoptive transfer experiments using mixtures of high and low affinity B cells, only high affinity B cells responded to T cell–independent antigen and only high affinity B cells accumulated in GCs after immunization with a T cell–dependent antigen. Evidence was also provided that stringent selection for high affinity B cell clones was imposed in the early stages of the B cell response (pre-GC; Shih et al., 2002a,b). Similar results were obtained in separate studies analyzing the response of B cells with differing affinities for either NP (Takahashi et al., 1998; Dal Porto et al., 2002) or hen egg lysozyme (Paus et al., 2006; Phan et al., 2006). Collectively, these results suggested that the selective advantage of high affinity BCRs is at the level of a B cell clone’s ability to compete for antigen, survival niches, T cell
help, or other limiting factors. In contrast, studies of the responses of transgenic B cells specific for the MHC class I molecule H-2K$^\beta$ to high versus low affinity H-2K$^\beta$–derived phage-displayed peptides provided evidence that BCRs differentially signaled in response to antigens of different affinities (Kouskoff et al., 1998). The results showed that the ability of the soluble phage antigen to stimulate certain early signaling responses was highly affinity dependent, whereas others were not. At present, the molecular link between antigen binding to high affinity BCRs and increased clonal competitiveness in selection in vivo or differential signaling in vitro are not known.

The advent of high resolution imaging in living cells and its application to the study of antigen-induced BCR signaling is providing an increasingly detailed view of the earliest events in the initiation of BCR signaling that follow antigen binding (Carrasco and Batista, 2006; Harwood and Batista, 2008; Tolar et al., 2008, 2009b; Batista and Harwood, 2009; Tolar and Pierce, 2010). Recent studies have focused on B cells recognizing antigen on the surface of APCs, a context that interval imaging suggests may be highly relevant to B cell activation in vivo (Qi et al., 2006; Carrasco and Batista, 2007; Junt et al., 2007; Pape et al., 2007; Phan et al., 2007). Fleire et al. (2006) provided the first detailed description of the molecular events that follow the B cell’s encounter with antigen-containing fluid planar lipid bilayers in vitro as a surrogate for APCs. They observed that BCRs clustered almost exclusively in the initial points of contact between the B cells and the antigen-containing lipid bilayers. Signaling from the BCR clusters induced the B cells to dramatically spread over the bilayer. As the B cells spread, additional BCR–antigen microclusters formed in the peripheral lamellipodia of the cell and then moved to the center of the contact area by an actin-dependent mechanism. The observation that BCRs formed microclusters in the first steps of immunological synapse (IS) formation suggests that the clusters are the B cell’s elementary signaling unit. After maximal spreading, the B cells contracted to form an ordered IS. This remarkably dynamic process was shown to help B cells discriminate between high and low affinity antigens, as the more antigens engaged, the stronger the spreading response, resulting in the engagement of more antigens and providing a feedback loop that amplifies the difference in affinity-dependent antigen collection. These results indicated that in addition to a role of BCR affinity in competition between B cell clones, high affinity BCRs provided a B cell–intrinsic advantage in B cell responses.

Our recent studies focused on the initiation of the formation of signaling-active BCR microclusters at the points of initial contact between the B cell and the antigen-containing bilayer that precede the triggering of the active spreading and contraction response and the formation of an IS. Using a combination of fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) microscopy and high resolution single-molecule total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) imaging, we recently provided evidence for an ordered series of BCR–intrinsic events in the initiation of BCR signaling that involved conformational changes in both the ectodomain and the cytoplasmic domains of the antigen-engaged BCRs (Tolar et al., 2008, 2009a,b).

We observed that the binding of antigen at the initial sites of contact between B cells and antigen-containing fluid bilayers resulted in the formation of BCR microclusters in which immobile BCR oligomers assembled in a BCR-intrinsic process that did not require a signaling-active BCR (Tolar et al., 2009a). The formation of oligomers depended on the C$\mu$4 domain of the BCR’s membrane Ig (mIg); BCRs that lacked a C$\mu$4 domain failed to form oligomers and signal, and conversely, BCRs that contained mIg’s with only C$\mu$4 ectodomains oligomerized spontaneously and activated B cells (Tolar et al., 2009a). These results supported a “conformation-induced oligomerization” model for the initiation of B cell signaling, as recently described (Tolar and Pierce, 2010). We also provided evidence that in the development of signaling-active BCR microclusters, the BCRs undergo a change in the cytoplasmic domains from a “closed” to an “open” form that occurs simultaneously with the phosphorylation of the BCR’s immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motifs (Tolar et al., 2005; Sohn et al., 2008). Collectively, these studies suggest that the initiation of BCR signaling involves a series of dynamic yet ordered molecular events.

In this paper, we investigate the impact of the BCRs’ affinity for antigen on these early events in the initiation of BCR signaling and provide evidence that these BCR–intrinsic events are highly affinity dependent. High affinity compared with low affinity BCRs form increased numbers of immobile BCR oligomers, show increased rates of cluster growth, and transition from closed to open forms, resulting in enhanced recruitment of Syk and calcium fluxes. Thus, B cells expressing high affinity BCRs have an intrinsic advantage over low affinity BCRs in the initiation of BCR oligomerization events that lead to the triggering of signaling cascades. These results place affinity discrimination at the earliest steps in the initiation of BCR responses. We suggest that these affinity-sensitive BCR–intrinsic events in the initiation of signaling may be amplified by B cell spreading and contraction responses, ultimately leading to enhanced clonal competition in affinity maturation.

RESULTS

High affinity BCRs show an enhanced ability to oligomerize

We recently provided evidence using single-molecule imaging techniques that the formation of immobile BCR oligomers was one of the earliest antigen-induced, BCR–intrinsic events leading to BCR signaling (Tolar et al., 2009a). To determine if the formation of immobile BCR oligomers was influenced by the affinity of the BCR for antigen, we tracked single BCRs by TIRF microscopy (TIRFM) on J558L cells expressing BCRs with either high or low affinity for the hapten 4-hydroxy-3-iodo-5-nitrophenyl (NIP) as they engaged NIP-containing fluid lipid bilayers.

Our previous studies provided evidence that BCR oligomerization did not require physical cross-linking of the BCR by multivalent antigens when B cells encountered antigens
on a fluid lipid bilayer (Tolar et al., 2009a). Consequently, in the studies described in this paper, we used as antigen a previously described monovalent NIP1 hapten conjugated to a 31-aa peptide containing 12 His residues (NIP1-His12), allowing the peptide to be attached to nickel-containing lipid bilayers. The use of a monovalent antigen in a fluid bilayer that does not have the capacity to physically cross-link BCRs is advantageous in these affinity studies, as it precludes the complexity introduced by the avidity of multivalent antigens. J558L cells expressing an endogenous Igα1 light chain and Igβ, and a transfected lgt containing a YFP in its C terminus (Igα-YFP), were further transfected with cDNAs encoding mutant versions of the NIP-specific μ-B1-8 heavy chain that contained a CFP at their C termini (μ-B1-8-CFP). Point mutations were introduced into the μ-B1-8 heavy chain V regions to generate BCRs with either high affinity (W33L) or low affinity (A24G, S31T, H35Q, and R98T) mIgMs, as previously reported (Allen et al., 1988; Shih et al., 2002a,b). The B1-8-High and B1-8-Low antibodies showed a 50-fold difference in affinity for the hapten NIP, as measured by surface plasmon resonance (Kₐ = 5.2 × 10⁸ vs. 9.9 × 10⁶; Fig. S1, A and B). We also observed that unlike the B1-8 antibody, the B1-8-High antibody showed no specific binding to the hapten 4-nitrophenylacetic acid (pNP), indicating that the W33L mutation abolished the specific recognition of this hapten, allowing pNP to be used as a nonspecific antigen control in subsequent experiments (Fig. S1 C). J558L cell lines stably expressing equivalent levels of μ-B1-8-High and μ-B1-8-Low BCRs (termed μ-High and μ-Low J558L cells, respectively) were acquired by cell sorting after hygromycin selection (Fig. S2, A–D). Using fluorescence microscopy we confirmed that μ-High and μ-Low J558L cells expressed Igα, Igβ, and mlgM on their surfaces and recognized NIP1-His12 (Fig. S2, A–C). The cells were labeled with Alexa Fluor 568–conjugated Fab IgM–specific antibodies (Alexa Fluor 568–Fab anti-IgM) under conditions that allowed tracking of individual BCRs placed on antigen–containing lipid bilayers by TIRFM. The fluorescence intensity (FI) profiles and bleaching characteristics of the individual spots indicated that they corresponded to single BCR molecules, as reported previously (Tolar et al., 2009a).

When placed on NIP–containing bilayers, we observed that the μ-High and μ-Low J558L cells spread and contracted slowly and inefficiently compared with the robust two-phase spreading and contraction responses described by Fleire et al. (2006) for HEL-specific primary B cells and confirmed in our recent studies for NIP-specific B1-8 primary B cells (Tolar et al., 2009a). The inability to spread is perhaps not surprising, as the parent J558L cells lack the expression of many coreceptors and adaptors that may be necessary to trigger the spreading and contraction responses, including CD19, which was recently described to be required for B cell spreading on antigen–containing lipid bilayers (Wienands et al., 1996; Adachi et al., 2001; Depoil et al., 2008). The slow, inefficient spreading and contraction of the μ-High and μ-Low J558L cells on the bilayer allowed the analysis of the behavior of BCRs as they first engaged antigen in the absence of this highly dynamic response (Video 1). Tracking single BCR molecules on μ-High and μ-Low J558L cells placed on bilayers that contained no antigen showed that their short-range mean square displacements (MSDs) were linearly dependent on time, indicating that their short-range movement was consistent with free diffusion (Fig. 1, A and C). The short-range diffusion coefficients of >2,000 individual BCR molecules were calculated, and their distribution was analyzed and displayed as a cumulative probability distribution (CPD) plot (Fig. 1 D). In the absence of antigen, only a small fraction (~20%) of BCRs in either the μ-High or μ-Low J558L cells were immobile with a cutoff diffusion coefficient of 0.01 µm²/s (Fig. 1, A and D), and the majority of BCRs of the μ-High and μ-Low J558L cells showed similar mean diffusion coefficients (Fig. 1, A and E; and Video 1, left). In contrast, the behavior of the BCRs was significantly different in the μ-High and μ-Low J558L cells placed on NIP1-His12–containing bilayers (Fig. 1, B–E; and Video 1, right). Fitting of the MSD plots into a confined diffusion mathematical model indicated that the BCRs in the μ-High cells were confined to an area smaller than that of the μ-Low cells (0.11 vs. 0.27 µm²; Fig. 1, B and C). A larger fraction of BCRs in the μ-High cells was in immobilized oligomers (~54%) as compared with μ-Low cells (~39%; Fig. 1, B and D). The mean diffusion coefficient of the BCRs was significantly smaller for μ-High compared with μ-Low J558L cells (0.039 vs. 0.069 µm²/s; Fig. 1, B and E).

Similar results were obtained in analyses of primary splenic B cells from IgαB1/B1/Igκtransgenic mice that express the μ-B1-8 BCR (B1-8 primary B cells) that has a low affinity for the hapten pNP and a 250-fold greater affinity for NIP (Kₐ = 1.7 × 10⁸ vs. 4.2 × 10⁶), as reported and confirmed in this study (Fig. S1, E and F). The BCRs of B1-8 primary B cells placed on lipid bilayers containing the high affinity hapten NIP1-His12 compared with the low affinity hapten pNP1His12 showed a significantly smaller area of confinement (0.09 vs. 0.18 µm²; Fig. 1 F), a larger fraction of immobilized oligomers in CPD plots (61 vs. 37%; Fig. 1 G), and a lower mean diffusion coefficient (0.03 vs. 0.07 µm²/s; Fig. 1 H).

Collectively, these data indicate that the increased affinity of the BCRs facilitated their confinement and formation of immobile oligomers in response to membrane-associated antigens. Thus, the discrimination of antigen affinity appears to be a BCR–intrinsic event in the earliest stages of BCR clustering.

The accumulation of BCRs and antigen in the B cell’s contact area with the membrane

We next determined the effect of BCR affinity on several additional early events in B cell activation, including the ability of cells to concentrate BCRs and antigen at the interface of the B cells and the bilayers, and the growth of individual BCR and antigen clusters in terms of FI and size. To do so, the μ-High or μ-Low J558L cells were labeled with Alexa Fluor 568–Fab anti-IgM and placed on lipid bilayers that contained either
were placed on bilayers that did not contain antigen (Fig. 2, D and E) or contained an antigen for which the \( \mu \)-High J558L cells were not specific (i.e., pNP1-His12; Fig. 2, D and E). These results are consistent with the earlier results of Fleire et al. (2006), who showed that the accumulation of the BCRs and antigen in the contact area between the B cell and an antigen-containing bilayer was BCR affinity dependent.

**Figure 1.** High affinity BCRs show an enhanced ability to form immobile oligomers. (A and B) The \( \mu \)-High and \( \mu \)-Low J558L cells labeled with Alexa Fluor 568–Fab anti-IgM were placed on planar lipid bilayers lacking antigen (A) or containing NIP1-His12 (B), and single BCR molecule TIRF images were acquired. (left and middle) Individual BCR molecules in TIRF images from one typical \( \mu \)-High or \( \mu \)-Low J558L cell (Video 1) indicating the instant diffusion coefficient (D\textsubscript{0}) by pseudocolored spots. The display range of the pseudocolor is based on the D\textsubscript{0} value of 0–0.5 \( \mu \text{m}^2/\text{s} \), a range that included most of the D\textsubscript{0} values of the tracked BCRs (see E). (right) The accumulated trajectory footprints of individual BCR molecules in the entire time course. (C–H) The D\textsubscript{0} values for all BCR molecules from \( \mu \)-High and \( \mu \)-Low J558L cells (C–E) or B1-8 primary B cells (F–H) labeled with Alexa Fluor 568–Fab anti-IgM placed on planar lipid bilayers containing no antigen, NIP1-His12, or pNP1-His12. All of the D\textsubscript{0} values were displayed as MSD plots (C and F), CPD plots (D and G), or mean ± SD scattered plots (E and H). In C and D, the arrows indicate the change in the MSD (C) or single-molecule diffusion (D) for \( \mu \)-High BCRs (red) and \( \mu \)-Low BCRs (blue). Data represent single BCR molecules of the indicated numbers (D and G) for each condition from three independent experiments. The MSD plots (C and F) were further mathematically fitted into a confined diffusion model by an exponential function to acquire the size of the confinement microdomains, as detailed in Materials and methods. Significant differences by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test are indicated (*, \( P < 0.0001 \)) in D and G. One-tailed \( t \) tests were performed for statistical comparisons in E and H.

NIP1-His12, pNP1-His12, or NIP1–His12–Hylight647 at concentrations of 10 or 50 nM, as previously described (Tolar et al., 2009a). The cells were examined every 2 s beginning with the initial contact of the cells with the membranes by collecting images of Ig\( \alpha \)-YFP with either Alexa Fluor 568–Fab anti-IgM or NIP1-His12–Hylight647 in two-color TIRFM (Fig. S2 E). Compared with the \( \mu \)-Low J558L cells, the \( \mu \)-High J558L cells accumulated significantly more BCRs and antigens in the contact area in a 120-s time course, as indicated by the increased mean FI of Ig\( \alpha \)-YFP (Fig. 2 A and Video 2), Alexa Fluor 568–Fab anti-IgM (Fig. 2 B and Video 3), and NIP1-His12–Hylight647 (Fig. 2 C and Video 4). The accumulation of both the BCRs and antigen was antigen–dependent in that no accumulation occurred when the \( \mu \)-High J558L cells were placed on bilayers that did not contain antigen (Fig. 2, D and E) or contained an antigen for which the \( \mu \)-High J558L cells were not specific (i.e., pNP1-His12; Fig. 2, D and E). These results are consistent with the earlier results of Fleire et al. (2006), who showed that the accumulation of the BCRs and antigen in the contact area between the B cell and an antigen-containing bilayer was BCR affinity dependent.

**The growth of BCR microclusters**

We next characterized the growth of individual BCR microclusters with time after they initially formed after contact with antigen–containing bilayers first using the images of \( \mu \)-High J558L cells. The growth of the BCR microclusters was quantified by both size (the diameter of the fluorescence signal)
The growth of the microclusters’ FI was antigen dependent, with the FI increasing 30-fold over 120 s (Fig. 3, G and H). The increase in FI of individual clusters to be rapid, as shown in Fig. 1 and Video 1. Antigen-containing bilayers contain immobile BCR oligomers, in contrast, microscopic BCR clusters in B cells placed on bilayers likely imposed by membrane topology (Tolar et al., 2009a). Microscopic BCR clusters that appear in B cells placed on bilayers containing NIP1-His12-Hylight647, we observed colocalization of YFP and Hylight647 and simultaneous growth of the FIs of both YFP and Hylight647 microclusters, indicating that the growth of microclusters is caused by an increase in antigen-engaged BCRs (see Fig. 5, A–C; Fig. S2 E; Fig. S3 A; and Video 6).

We next focused on the size (diameter) of the BCR microclusters (Fig. 4 and Fig. S4). Examples of the increase in microcluster size imaging either Igα–YFP or Alexa Fluor 568–Fab anti-IgM for the µ-High J558L cells on antigen-containing bilayers (Fig. 4 A and Video 5) or on bilayers that did not contain antigen are depicted (Fig. 4 B and Video 5). Averaging the data from a large number of clusters, we observed that the microclusters grew in size very little over the first 30 s (Fig. 4, C and D). When first detected, at the beginning of the tracking, the microclusters were of a mean size of 446 ± 12 nm for Alexa Fluor 568 clusters. During the first 30 s, the BCR microclusters were of similar size in cells placed on antigen-containing bilayers (Fig. 4 A and Video 5). The growth of the BCR microclusters to determine if there is a relationship between the FI and the size of a microcluster (Fig. 3, E, G, and H). This increase in FI may simply reflect the increase in FI with enhanced illumination in the TIRF field as the B cell approaches the coverslip. Alternatively, this increase in FI may represent an antigen-independent accumulation of BCRs in the first contact points between the cells and the lipid bilayer. In experiments described in the next section simultaneously imaging the FI of Igα–YFP and NIP1-His12-Hylight647 of the µ-High J558L cells placed on lipid bilayers containing NIP1-His12-Hylight647, we observed colocalization of YFP and Hylight647 and simultaneous growth of the FIs of both YFP and Hylight647 microclusters, indicating that the growth of microclusters is caused by an increase in antigen-engaged BCRs (see Fig. 5, A–C; Fig. S2 E; Fig. S3 A; and Video 6).

Figure 2. Accumulation of BCRs and antigen into the contact area between B cells and antigen-containing planar lipid bilayers is affinity dependent. (A–C) The mean FI (MFI) within the contact area of Igα–YFP (A), Alexa Fluor 568–Fab anti-IgM (B), or NIP1-His12-Hylight647 (C) is given over a 120-s time course (Videos 2–4) for µ-High and µ-Low J558L cells placed on planar lipid bilayers containing NIP1-His12 (A and B) or NIP1-His12-Hylight647 (C). (D and E) MFI of either Igα–YFP (D) or Alexa Fluor 568–Fab anti-IgM (E) is given over a 120-s time course for µ-High J558L cells placed on planar lipid bilayers containing no antigen, NIP1-His12, or pNIP1-His12. The data represent means ± SEM of 9–14 B cells from three independent experiments.

Although we did observe a slight, two- to three-fold, transient increase in FI within the first 40 s in the initial contact points of the µ-High J558L cells with the bilayers that did not contain antigen (Fig. 3, E, G, and H). The data represent means ± SEM of 9–14 B cells from three independent experiments.

A comparison of hundreds of BCR microclusters analyzing the FI of Igα–YFP or Alexa Fluor 568–Fab anti-IgM showed the increase in FI of individual clusters to be rapid, with the FI increasing 30-fold over 120 s (Fig. 3, G and H). The growth of the microclusters’ FI was antigen dependent, although we did observe a slight, two- to three-fold, transient increase in FI within the first 40 s in the initial contact points of the µ-High J558L cells with the bilayers that did not contain antigen (Fig. 3, E, G, and H). This increase in FI may simply reflect the increase in FI with enhanced illumination in the TIRF field as the B cell approaches the coverslip. Alternatively, this increase in FI may represent an antigen-independent accumulation of BCRs in the first contact points between the cells and the lipid bilayer. In experiments described in the next section simultaneously imaging the FI of Igα–YFP and NIP1-His12-Hylight647 of the µ-High J558L cells placed on lipid bilayers containing NIP1-His12-Hylight647, we observed colocalization of YFP and Hylight647 and simultaneous growth of the FIs of both YFP and Hylight647 microclusters, indicating that the growth of microclusters is caused by an increase in antigen-engaged BCRs (see Fig. 5, A–C; Fig. S2 E; Fig. S3 A; and Video 6).

Although we did observe a slight, two- to three-fold, transient increase in FI within the first 40 s in the initial contact points of the µ-High J558L cells with the bilayers that did not contain antigen (Fig. 3, E, G, and H). This increase in FI may simply reflect the increase in FI with enhanced illumination in the TIRF field as the B cell approaches the coverslip. Alternatively, this increase in FI may represent an antigen-independent accumulation of BCRs in the first contact points between the cells and the lipid bilayer. In experiments described in the next section simultaneously imaging the FI of Igα–YFP and NIP1-His12-Hylight647 of the µ-High J558L cells placed on lipid bilayers containing NIP1-His12-Hylight647, we observed colocalization of YFP and Hylight647 and simultaneous growth of the FIs of both YFP and Hylight647 microclusters, indicating that the growth of microclusters is caused by an increase in antigen-engaged BCRs (see Fig. 5, A–C; Fig. S2 E; Fig. S3 A; and Video 6).

Although we did observe a slight, two- to three-fold, transient increase in FI within the first 40 s in the initial contact points of the µ-High J558L cells with the bilayers that did not contain antigen (Fig. 3, E, G, and H). This increase in FI may simply reflect the increase in FI with enhanced illumination in the TIRF field as the B cell approaches the coverslip. Alternatively, this increase in FI may represent an antigen-independent accumulation of BCRs in the first contact points between the cells and the lipid bilayer. In experiments described in the next section simultaneously imaging the FI of Igα–YFP and NIP1-His12-Hylight647 of the µ-High J558L cells placed on lipid bilayers containing NIP1-His12-Hylight647, we observed colocalization of YFP and Hylight647 and simultaneous growth of the FIs of both YFP and Hylight647 microclusters, indicating that the growth of microclusters is caused by an increase in antigen-engaged BCRs (see Fig. 5, A–C; Fig. S2 E; Fig. S3 A; and Video 6).
appears linear, whereas the growth in size appears to have at least two phases, suggesting that the size of the microcluster tolerates the initial accumulation of BCR and antigens, and only increases after some maximal number of BCRs accumulates in the cluster.

The growth of BCR microclusters is antigen concentration dependent and selective

The increase in FI and the growth in size of antigen microclusters were analyzed from the images of µ-High cells placed on bilayers that contained 10 or 50 nM NIP1-His12-Hylight647, all the BCR microclusters over the entire time course showed a strong positive correlation between the FI and the size of BCR microclusters analyzing either Igα-YFP or Alexa Fluor 568–anti-IgM (Fig. 4, E and F). This indicates that BCR microclusters grow proportionately in size and in the number of BCRs in the clusters. This positive correlation did not hold for a linear regression analysis of BCR microclusters in µ-High J558L cells placed on bilayers that did not contain antigen (Fig. 4, E and F).

Collectively, these results show that BCR microclusters grow with time in both FI and size. The growth in FI appears linear, whereas the growth in size appears to have at least two phases, suggesting that the size of the microcluster tolerates the initial accumulation of BCR and antigens, and only increases after some maximal number of BCRs accumulates in the cluster.
lipid bilayers that contained no antigen or 10 or 50 nM NIP1-His12. Igα-YFP and Cy3–Fab anti–MHC I microclusters were analyzed simultaneously in time-lapse two-color TIRF imaging (Fig. S2 E). Examples of the growth of individual clusters are depicted (Fig. 5, D and E; and Fig. S3 B). The size and the FI of the BCR microclusters increased with time (Fig. 5 E and Fig. S3 B); in contrast, MHC molecules did not stably accumulate through the 120 s of the analysis (Fig. 5, D and E; and Video 7), even at higher NIP1-His12 concentrations (Fig. 5, J and N).

A comparison of the average of hundreds of BCR microclusters showed a small increase in the FI of Cy3–Fab anti–MHC I during the first 10–20 s of the analysis (Fig. 5 F). We speculate that this increase in FI may reflect a phenomenon similar to the nonspecific accumulation of individual BCRs in BCR microclusters during the first several seconds of contact between the cells and lipid bilayers that did not contain antigen. However, the small increase in FI for MHC class I molecules did not appear for B cells on bilayers that did not contain antigen, suggesting that the BCR's engagement was driving the accumulation.

The growth of BCR microclusters is affinity dependent

or 10 or 50 nM NIP1-His12, and compared with the growth of BCR clusters imaged as Igα-YFP or Alexa Fluor 568–Fab anti-IgM. As depicted, for a single cell, YFP and NIP1-His12-Hylight647 colocalized in clusters (Fig. 5 A) and grew in FI similarly (Fig. 5 B). The increase in FI for a large number of BCR and antigen clusters is also given (Fig. 5 C) and shows the simultaneous increase in FI of BCR and antigen clusters. An analysis and comparison of cluster FI and size for Igα–YFP (Fig. 5, G and K), Alexa Fluor 568–Fab anti-IgM (Fig. 5, H and L), and NIP1–His12–Hylight647 (Fig. 5, I and M) show that the increase in cluster FI and the growth in cluster size are antigen concentration dependent.

We also determined that the accumulation of BCRs in microclusters and the resulting growth of the microclusters are selective in that MHC class I molecules showed no stable accumulation in the microclusters. To do so, the μ−High J558L cells labeled with Cy3–conjugated Fab MHC class I–specific antibodies (Cy3–Fab anti–MHC I) were placed on lipid bilayers that contained no antigen or 10 or 50 nM NIP1–His12. Igα–YFP and Cy3–Fab anti–MHC I microclusters were analyzed simultaneously in time-lapse two-color TIRF imaging (Fig. S2 E). Examples of the growth of individual clusters are depicted (Fig. 5, D and E; and Fig. S3 B). The size and the FI of the BCR microclusters increased with time (Fig. 5 E and Fig. S3 B); in contrast, MHC molecules did not stably accumulate through the 120 s of the analysis (Fig. 5, D and E; and Video 7), even at higher NIP1–His12 concentrations (Fig. 5, J and N).

A comparison of the average of hundreds of BCR microclusters showed a small increase in the FI of Cy3–Fab anti–MHC I during the first 10–20 s of the analysis (Fig. 5 F). We speculate that this increase in FI may reflect a phenomenon similar to the nonspecific accumulation of individual BCRs in BCR microclusters during the first several seconds of contact between the cells and lipid bilayers that did not contain antigen. However, the small increase in FI for MHC class I molecules did not appear for B cells on bilayers that did not contain antigen, suggesting that the BCR’s engagement was driving the accumulation.
BCR microclusters on the μ-High J558L cells grew in FI and size more rapidly compared with the microclusters on the μ-Low J558L cells placed on lipid bilayers containing 25 molecules/μm² of NIP1-His12 (Fig. 6, A–D; and Fig. S5, A–D; and Video 8). The dependence of the growth of BCR microclusters on BCR affinity was also observed for the μ-High and μ-Low J558L cells placed on lipid bilayers containing 100 molecules/μm² of NIP1-His12 (Fig. 6, D–F; and Fig. S5, E–G).

Similar results were obtained comparing the rate of accumulation of BCRs of naive splenic B1–8 primary B cells. The B1–8 primary B cells were observed to first spread and then contract on antigen-containing bilayers, and consequently, the BCR microclusters were only analyzed for the
Figure 6. The growth in FI of BCR microclusters is antigen affinity dependent. (A–F) The normalized FI of BCR microclusters examined by Igα-YFP (A and D) and Alexa Fluor 568–Fab anti-IgM (B and E) or of antigen microclusters examined by NIP1-His12-Hylight647 (C and F) are given with time (Video 8) for μ-High or μ-Low J558L cells placed on planar lipid bilayers containing NIP1-His12 (A, B, D, and E) or NIP1-His12-Hylight647 (C and F) at a concentration of 10 nM (25 molecules/µm²) or 50 nM (100 molecules/µm²), as indicated. (G–I) The normalized FIs of Cy3–Fab anti–MHC I (G), IgM–Alexa Fluor 488 (H), and NIP1-His12-Hylight647 (or pNP1-His12-Hylight647; I) microclusters are given for B1-8 primary B cells placed on planar lipid bilayers containing the high affinity antigen NIP1-His12 or the low affinity antigen pNP1-His12. In A–I, the data represent means ± SEM of indicated numbers of microclusters in three independent experiments. (J and K) Also given are pseudocolor 2D Gaussian images of typical antigen microclusters examined by NIP1-His12-Hylight647 at the indicated times for μ-High (J) or μ-Low (K) J558L cells placed on antigen-containing lipid bilayers. The FWHM of each microcluster upon 2D Gaussian fitting was used as a measure of the size of the microclusters, as detailed in Materials and methods and Fig. S4 A. Bars, 1.5 µm.

First 20 frames (40 s) before the individual BCR microclusters moved and merged into the center IS after the contraction of the B1-8 primary B cells (Fig. 6, G–I; Fig. S6; and Video 9). The growth of the BCR microclusters was much faster and reached higher maximal levels for B1-8 primary B cells placed on lipid bilayers containing the high affinity antigen.
antigen NIP1-His12 compared with B cells placed on bilayers containing the low affinity antigen pNP1-His12 (Fig. 6, H and I). The growth of the BCR microclusters was antigen dependent, as no accumulation was observed for B1-8 primary B cells placed on bilayers that did not contain antigen, and selective, as no accumulation of MHC class I molecules was observed (Fig. 6 G).

Collectively, these results show that the growth of BCR microclusters is affinity dependent. The growth of the BCR microclusters occurs even though the J588L cells fail to undergo a two-phase spreading and contraction response, suggesting the BCRs intrinsically sense the affinity of the antigen.

**BCR oligomerization–induced conformational changes in the BCR’s cytoplasmic domain are affinity dependent**

Our previous studies showed by FRET analyses that BCRs, when clustered after antigen binding, undergo a conformational change in their cytoplasmic domains from a closed to an open form that occurs simultaneously with the phosphorylation of the BCR’s immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motifs (Tolar et al., 2005; Sohn et al., 2008). To determine if this change was affinity dependent, we analyzed FRET in J558L cells expressing the FRET donor Igα-YFP and FRET acceptor µ-High-CFP and the FRET acceptor Igα-YFP with time after the cells were placed on an NIP1-His12 or µ-Low J558L cells placed on lipid bilayers containing NIP1-His12. (A) Means ± SD of FRET efficiencies are given over a time course of 240 s. (B and D) Statistical comparisons for the maximal changes in FRET (ΔFRET) from 0 and 200 s (B) and the time needed to reach maximal FRET efficiency (D) are given for µ-High and µ-Low J558L cells. (C) The half-life of FRET loss (τ50) of FRET efficiencies from maximal FRET levels in both µ-High and µ-Low J558L cells were acquired by fitting the FRET loss plot of individual cells into a monoexponential decay function, as detailed in Materials and methods. The bars represent means ± SD from 14 µ-High and µ-Low J558L cells in three independent experiments. Two-tailed t tests were performed for the statistical comparisons in B–D.

Figure 7. BCR oligomerization–induced conformational changes in the BCR’s cytoplasmic domain are affinity dependent. FRET efficiencies between FRET donor Igα-YFP and FRET acceptor µ-CFP are given at the indicated time points for µ-High or µ-Low J558L cells placed on lipid bilayers containing NIP1-His12. (A) Means ± SD of FRET efficiencies are given over a time course of 240 s. (B and D) Statistical comparisons for the maximal changes in FRET (ΔFRET) from 0 and 200 s (B) and the time needed to reach maximal FRET efficiency (D) are given for µ-High and µ-Low J558L cells. (C) The half-life of FRET loss (τ50) of FRET efficiencies from maximal FRET levels in both µ-High and µ-Low J558L cells were acquired by fitting the FRET loss plot of individual cells into a monoexponential decay function, as detailed in Materials and methods. The bars represent means ± SD from 14 µ-High and µ-Low J558L cells in three independent experiments. Two-tailed t tests were performed for the statistical comparisons in B–D.

and decreased more rapidly (Fig. 7, A–D). Focusing on the loss of FRET, a change that we previously showed occurs simultaneously with BCR phosphorylation, we applied a monoexponential decay fitting to acquire the mathematical half-life of FRET loss (τ50) for individual µ-High and µ-Low J558L cells. For µ-High J558L cells, τ50 was 85.04 ± 10.48 s, and for µ-Low J558L cells, τ50 was 160.45 ± 15.53 s (mean ± SEM; Fig. 7 C). Thus, there is nearly a twofold difference in the rate at which the high affinity BCRs clusters come into a signaling-active conformation.

**The affinity–dependent growth of BCR microclusters correlates with the strength of signaling**

To determine if the faster accumulation of BCRs into microclusters during the first 120 s resulted in enhanced recruitment of Syk into BCR microclusters at a later time point, µ-High and µ-Low J558L cells were placed on antigen-containing bilayers for 10 min, fixed, permeabilized, and stained with antibodies specific for phosphorylated Syk (pSyk). TIRF imaging of the entire contact area showed that although the contact areas of the µ-High and µ-Low J558L cells were similar in size at 10 min (Fig. 8, A and B, middle), in µ-High J558L cells significantly more BCRs were clustered in the contact area and significantly larger numbers of pSyk molecules were recruited to the contact area as compared with µ-Low J558L cells (Fig. 8, A and B). Similar results were obtained when comparing B1-8 primary B cells placed on lipid bilayers containing the high affinity antigen NIP1-His12 versus the low affinity antigen pNP1-His12 (Fig. 8, C and D). These data are consistent with the results given in Fig. 7 showing that the BCRs on µ-High J558L cells both clustered more rapidly into a closed conformation and opened more rapidly into a signaling-active conformation that could be phosphorylated and recruit Syk. In addition, calcium fluxes in the B1-8 primary B cells placed on lipid bilayers containing the high affinity antigen NIP1-His12 were more rapid and reached higher maximums compared with those placed on lipid bilayers containing the low affinity antigen pNP1-His12 (Fig. S7 and Video 10).
The cellular requirements for the growth of BCR microclusters

Our previous studies demonstrated that the formation of immobile BCR oligomers was BCR intrinsic and did not require a signaling-competent BCR (Tolar et al., 2009a). Less is known about the requirements for the affinity-dependent growth of BCR clusters described in the previous section. To determine the requirement for signaling and the cell’s actin and microtubule networks for BCR microcluster growth, the μ-High J558L cells were treated with various inhibitors or DMSO as a control, labeled with Alexa Fluor 568–Fab anti-IgM, and placed on antigen-containing lipid bilayers. TIRF images of Alexa Fluor 568 were obtained. The μ-High J558L cells treated with DMSO as a control showed stable growth of BCR microclusters (Fig. 9, A–C). The BCRs in the μ-High J558L cells treated with PP2 to block Src family kinases or with piceatannol to block Syk initially clustered, and these clusters grew for the first 60 s at a similar rate to that of BCRs in DMSO-treated control cells (Fig. 9 A). However, the microclusters in PP2- or piceatannol-treated cells stopped growing after 60 s. This observation suggests that the early phases of BCR microcluster growth was BCR intrinsic and occurred in the absence of signaling through Lyn and Syk. However, continued growth of the clusters beyond 60 s was signaling dependent.

In contrast, the entire process of BCR microcluster growth was dependent on the actin cytoskeleton. In cells treated with latrunculin B to disrupt the actin cytoskeleton, BCR microclusters failed to grow in both the early and late phases (Fig. 9 B). As the growth of microclusters and the early recruitment of BCRs to these clusters were signaling independent, the early dependency of the cluster growth on the actin cytoskeleton likely reflects an indirect requirement for actin to retain the membrane topology necessary to confine BCRs and facilitate BCR immobilization rather than a need for direct interactions of the BCRs with the actin cytoskeleton. Interestingly, in B cells treated with jasplakinolide that stabilizes actin filament polymerization, BCR microclusters also failed to grow (Fig. 9 B). Collectively, these observations suggest that the growth of BCR microclusters is highly dependent on the balanced dynamics of actin polymerization and that either disrupting or stabilizing actin filament polymerization blocks the growth of BCR microclusters. The microtubule polymerization inhibitor nocodazole had an effect
similar to the Lyn and Syk inhibitors, blocking the late but not early phase of microcluster growth (Fig. 9 A). Because earlier studies suggested that nocodazole inhibited T cell ZAP70-dependent signaling independent of its effects on the microtubule cytoskeleton (Huby et al., 1998), we pretreated μ−-High J558L cells with two other microtubule inhibitors: colchicine to disrupt microtubule polymerization and taxol to stabilize microtubule polymerization. The effects on BCR cluster growth were similar to those obtained using nocodazole (Fig. 9 A), suggesting that the microtubule cytoskeleton is required for the sustained growth of BCR microclusters. Lastly, we observed that pretreatment of μ−-High J558L cells with monodensylcadaverine to block BCR internalization had no effect on the growth of the BCR microclusters (Fig. 9 C). Collectively, these results suggest that the BCR microclusters grow in at least two phases: initially BCR intrinsic and then in a signaling- and cytoskeleton-dependent fashion.

DISCUSSION

Affinity maturation, the increase in the affinity of antigen-specific antibodies during the course of immune responses, is a central feature of humoral immunity (Griffiths et al., 1984; Berek et al., 1985; Foote and Milstein, 1991; Milstein, 1991). Classical models of affinity maturation hold that it is an antigen-driven process that occurs to a large extent in GCs, where B cells rapidly divide and somatically hypermutate their antibody V genes and are subsequently clonally selected based on the affinity of their BCRs for antigen (Takahashi et al., 1998; Dal Porto et al., 2002; Shih et al., 2002a,b; Brink et al., 2008). The mechanism by which clonal selection occurs is not well understood but has been suggested to involve competition for antigen, T cell help, or survival niches. In this model, selection is presumably caused by clonal competition between high and low affinity B cells whose BCRs have the same intrinsic ability to activate B cells (Shih et al., 2002a). In addition to clonal competition, recent studies provided evidence for a B cell–intrinsic mechanism for antigen affinity discrimination involving a dynamic signaling and actin-dependent spreading and contraction response of B cells encountering antigen on membranes (Fleire et al., 2006). In this paper, we provide evidence that the affinity of an antigen is discriminated by BCR-intrinsic mechanisms involved in the earliest events in antigen-driven BCR clustering that lead to the initiation of signaling. Using high resolution, live-cell imaging techniques, we provided evidence that compared with low affinity BCRs, high affinity BCRs oligomerize more readily, grow more rapidly, and adopt a signaling-active open conformation in their cytoplasmic domains more quickly. These differences were correlated with subsequent downstream enhanced recruitment of Syk and calcium responses.

Using single-molecule tracking, we first show that high affinity BCRs form immobile oligomers in response to membrane antigen more efficiently than low affinity BCRs. Our current model of antigen-induced BCR oligomerization that we refer to as the conformation-induced oligomerization model (Tolar and Pierce, 2010) holds that in resting B cells the BCR is highly mobile in the plane of the membrane but not in a conformation receptive to oligomerization. Consequently, random bumping of BCRs has no repercussion. Binding of antigen, including monovalent antigen, on an opposing membrane of an APC imposes a force on the BCR that results in a change in the BCR’s Cα4 domain so that the antigen-bound BCR is receptive to oligomerization, and if it encounters another antigen-bound BCR, the BCRs oligomerize. The results described in this paper provide evidence that this process is BCR affinity dependent, indicating that the more time a BCR spends bound to antigen and in an oligomerization-receptive form the more likely the BCR is to oligomerize. Thus, by this mechanism BCRs are able to read the affinity of the antigen at the earliest step in the formation of signaling-active BCR clusters.
Our earlier studies used FRET as a molecular ruler to determine both the distance between the intracellular chains within individual BCRs and between the intracellular domains of different BCRs (Tolar et al., 2005; Sohn et al., 2008). We observed that upon initial formation of microclusters, the cytoplasmic domains of BCRs were brought into close molecular proximity and gained FRET. Within seconds the FRET was lost and Syk was recruited to the BCR, suggesting that the BCR’s cytoplasmic domains opened into a signaling-active form (Tolar et al., 2005; Sohn et al., 2008). The results presented in this paper show that the rate and magnitude of FRET gain and loss were markedly different for the μ-High versus μ-Low J558L cells. Low affinity BCRs were slower to come into molecular proximity and gain FRET, gained less FRET, and, interestingly, lost the gained FRET at a significantly slower rate, indicating that the open conformation was achieved at a slower rate compared with high affinity BCRs. Correlated with enhanced oligomerization and enhanced opening of the BCR was the enhanced recruitment of Syk to the BCR and enhanced calcium responses. Collectively, these results provide a view of a dynamic antigen-driven process in which the conformational changes that ultimately lead to the initiation of signaling are dependent on the affinity of the BCR for antigen such that in high affinity B cells the process is driven forward most efficiently.

In this paper we also explored the antigen affinity dependence of a less well-studied process in the initiation of BCR signaling, namely the growth of BCR microclusters by the recruitment of new BCRs. We determined that microclusters grow dramatically from the time they first form at the initial points of contact of the B cell with an antigen-containing bilayer until they move, in an actin dependent fashion, to form an IS. We studied this process first in the μ-High and μ-Low J558L cells, which we observed did not undergo a characteristic BCR-triggered spreading and contraction response, likely because of the limited signaling ability of these cells. Consequently, BCR microclusters were essentially immobile as they grew. We were also able to study this process in splenic B1-8 primary cells that do spread and contract in response to antigen by focusing on the growth of BCR microclusters during the first 40 s after B cells contacted antigen-containing bilayers before spreading. By fitting the F1 of the BCRs and antigen through a 2D Gaussian function, we determined that BCRs increase in both size and in F1 with time. Because the microclusters themselves were not moving in the μ-High and μ-Low J558L cells, we conclude that the growth of the microcluster is caused by the trapping of mobile BCRs in the microclusters. These results fit well with our recent single-molecule imaging results showing that highly mobile BCRs stop and are immobilized when they enter BCR microclusters (Tolar et al., 2009a).

The trapping of BCRs in microclusters was selective, as MHC class I molecules showed no stable association with the BCR microclusters. However, we did observe MHC class I molecules within BCR microclusters at early times, within the first 20–40 s, after BCR microclusters formed. We speculate that this phenomenon reflects the nonspecific trapping of MHC class I molecules in areas of confinement in the initial points of contact between the B cell and the antigen–containing lipid bilayer. Similarly, we observed a small accumulation of BCRs in the initial contact points of the B cell with lipid bilayers that did not contain antigen. We suggest that the membrane topology of initial contact points may constrain the movement of membrane receptors to small areas. With time, the MHC class I molecules may diffuse out as antigen-bound BCRs continue to be trapped in the microclusters.

More importantly, we determined that the growth of the BCR microclusters was highly affinity dependent and able to discriminate 50-fold differences in antigen-affinity. As compared with low affinity B cells, the BCR microclusters on high affinity B cells grew more rapidly and reached larger maximal sizes. For the μ-High and μ-Low J558L cells, the affinity dependence of microcluster growth was observed in the absence of a variety of coreceptors and integrins that the J558L B cells fail to express, including CD19 (Wienands et al., 1996; Adachi et al., 2001), a coreceptor that Depoil et al. (2008) recently showed was essential for the B cell spreading and contraction response to membrane-associated antigens.

We believe that these are the first observations to correlate the affinity of a BCR with real-time kinetics of the initiation of BCR oligomerization and clustering. These results define an affinity-dependent step in the very earliest events that initiate BCR signaling. These early BCR–intrinsic events in affinity discrimination are presumably amplified by downstream B cell affinity–dependent events such as those described by Fleire et al. (2006) involving antigen capture during a spreading response. Collectively, these mechanisms allow high affinity B cell clones to compete with lower affinity B cell clones for antigen, T cell help, and survival niches.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Preparation of fluid planar lipid bilayers. Planar fluid lipid bilayers were prepared as previously described (Brian and McConnell, 1984; Grakoui et al., 1999; Carrasco et al., 2004). In brief, Ni-NTA–containing lipid bilayers were prepared using 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC) and 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-[N(5-amino-1-carboxypentyl)iminodiacetic acid]-succinyl (nickel salt; DOGS-Ni-NTA; Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc.) in a 9:1 DOPC/DOGS-Ni-NTA ratio. Unilamellar vesicles were formed by sonication of the mixed lipid and clarified by ultracentrifugation and filtering. Glass coverslips were cleaned by Nanostrp (Cyanent), washed, and dried. Lipid bilayers were prepared from 0.1-mM lipid unilamellar vesicle solutions on the coverslip attached to the bottom of Labtek chambers (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

NIP or pNP conjugated to the peptide ASTGKTASA-TSGASHis12 (NIP1-His12 or pNP1-His12) and NIP1-His12 and pNP1-His12 coupled to Hylight647 through the cysteine residue were purchased from Anaspec. The hapten–peptide conjugates were HPLC purified and verified by mass spectroscopy with >95% purity. The hapten-coupled peptides were attached to the Ni-NTA–containing lipid bilayer by incubating haptenated peptides (10 or 50 nM) with the bilayer for 20 min at room temperature (RT). Where indicated in the figures, mouse ICAM-1/huFc chimera protein with a 10-nM His12 tag (R&D Systems) was also attached to the lipid bilayers. After washing, the antigen–containing lipid bilayers were used in TIRF imaging. The amount of antigen bound to the bilayer was quantified by titration of the Hylight647–conjugated peptides to resolve
single molecules. The concentration of the peptide attached to the bilayer was calculated by a function of

\[ C = N \times D, \]

where C is the concentration (number of molecules per square micrometer), N is the number of Hylight647-conjugated peptide molecules counted at a single-molecule resolution per square micrometer, and D is the titration rate. In our experimental system, incubating bilayers with a 10-nM haptenated peptide solution resulted in bilayers containing ~25 molecules/µm², and incubating with a 50-nM solution resulted in a bilayer containing 100 molecules/µm² in the planar lipid bilayer.

Mice, cells, antibodies, plasmids, and transfections. B1-8 primary B cells were isolated from the spleens of IgκF658/647-Low transgenic mice (provided by M. Shlomchik, Yale University, New Haven, CT) by negative selection using MACS, as previously described (Tolar et al., 2009a). Cy3-conjugated Fab goat antibodies specific for mouse IgM constant regions were purchased from Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, Inc. Antibodies were conjugated with Alexa Fluor 568 using Alexa Fluor mAb labeling kits (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s protocols.

A plasmid expressing Igs-YFP was constructed as previously described (Sohn et al., 2008). A plasmid expressing µ-β1-8-CFP fused with a C-terminal CFP through the linker peptide, GGGAAS (Agilent Technologies), was used to generate a QuikChange II XL Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent Technologies). In mutagenesis PCR, µ-β1-8-High-mgM was generated by mutagenization of TGG to TTG (W33L), and µ-β1-8-Low-mgM was generated by mutation of GCT to GTG (A24G), ACC to ACC (S31T), CAC to C4G (H5Q5), and AG4 to ACT (R07T). J558L B cell lines expressing the FRET pair of Igs-YFP and µ-β1-8-High-CFP or µ-β1-8-Low-CFP were generated as previously described (Tolar et al., 2005). In brief, a J558L B cell line stably expressing Igs-YFP was first acquired by electroporation, zeocyn selection, and cell sorting. pCDNA3.1-hygromycin plasmids containing µ-β1-8-High-CFP or µ-β1-8-Low-CFP were then transfected into the J558L-Igs-YFP cell line by electroporation. J558L B cell lines stably expressing comparable levels of surface µ-High and µ-Low BCRs were acquired by hygromycin selection and multiple rounds of cell sorting.

Two-color time-lapse live-cell imaging by TIRFM. TIRF images were acquired and analyzed as previously described using a microscope (IX-81; Olympus) equipped with a TIRF port, a 512 × 512 pixel electron-multiplying charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (Cascade II; Roper Industries), and 100× 1.45 NA (Olympus) and 100× 1.4 NA (Carl Zeiss, Inc.) objective lenses. A 442-nm diode pump solid-state laser, a 488-/514-nm argon gas laser, and a 1.45 NA (Olympus) and 100× 1.4 NA (Carl Zeiss, Inc.) objective lenses. A 442-nm diode pump solid-state laser, a 488-/514-nm argon gas laser, and a 568-/647-nm red krypton/argon gas laser were equipped and used as indicated in the figures. All images were acquired at 37°C on a heated stage. The acquired images were generally analyzed and processed with Image Pro Plus or Matlab software depending on needs, as indicated in the following paragraphs. Before analysis, images were split, aligned, background corrected, and subtracted for spectral bleed-through using either Image Pro Plus or Matlab software.

B cell microclusters were characterized as previously described (Depoil et al., 2008). In brief, the B cells were labeled with Alexa Fluor 568–Fab anti-IgM, washed twice, and placed on lipid bilayers. Immediately after placing B cells in the chamber, two-color TIRF images were acquired every 2 s using the multiple dimensional acquisition mode controlled by the Metamorph system. For µ-High and µ-Low J558L cells, Igs-YFP and Alexa Fluor 568–Fab anti-IgM were excited by 488- and 568-nm lasers, respectively, and the switch from the 488- to the 568-nm laser was completed by an acoustooptical tunable filter. YFP and Alexa Fluor 568 emission fluorescences were collected by 550/40 ET/FP and 605/40 BP emission filters, respectively, through a 488/568/647 dichroic wheel filter cube. Two-color TIRF images of Igs-YFP and Cy3–Fab anti–MHC I were acquired by staining the cells with Cy3–Fab anti–MHC I. Cy3–Fab anti–MHC I was excited by a 568-nm laser, and Cy3 emission fluorescence was collected by a 605/40 BP emission filter. Similarly, two-color TIRF images of Igs-YFP with either NIP1–His12-Hyglight647 or nP1–His12-Hyglight647 were acquired by exciting Hyglight647 using a 647-nm laser and collecting Hyglight647 emission fluorescence through a 665 LP emission filter. In the case of B1-8 primary B cells, the BCR was labeled by Alexa Fluor 488–Fab anti-IgM.

Recruitment of pSyk into the contact area of the µ-High or µ-Low J558L or B1-8 primary B cells with lipid bilayers was examined by TIRFM after intracellular staining using phospho-ZAP70 (pY319)–Syk (pY352; Cell Signaling Technology and New England Biolabs, Inc., respectively) as previously described (Depoil et al., 2008). In brief, B cells were fixed 10 min after placing on antigen-containing lipid bilayers, permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS, pretreated with blocking buffer, and stained with phospho-ZAP70 (pY319)–Syk (pY352), followed by Alexa Fluor 487–conjugated Fab’s, goat antibodies specific for rabbit IgG (Invitrogen). The BCR contact area, the mean FI of BCR, and the numbers of pSyk microclusters within the contact area were measured and counted using Image software.

FRET image acquisition and FRET efficiency calculation. The acquisition of CFP, FRET, and YFP images by TIRFM and the calculation of FRET efficiency were performed based on previously published protocols, with modifications (Tolar et al., 2005; Sohn et al., 2006, 2008). In brief, a 442-nm laser (CVI Melles Griot) was used to excite CFP and a 514-nm argon laser gas was used to excite YFP in time-lapse TIRF FRET live-cell imaging. CFP, FRET, and YFP TIRF images were acquired every 2 s using the multiple dimensional acquisition mode controlled by the Metamorph system, and the switch of 442- and 514-nm lasers was completed by an acoustooptical tunable filter. CFP and FRET images were acquired by collecting the emission fluorescence using HQ485/30 (CFP) and 550/40 ET/BP emission filters, respectively (Chroma Technology Corp.) with 442-nm laser illumination, and YFP images were acquired by collecting the emission fluorescence using 550/40 ET/BP emission filters with 514-nm laser illumination through a 442/514 dichroic wheel filter cube.

TIRF images were captured into 16-bit grayscale 512 × 512 pixel images without binning and averaging through a Cascade II electron-multiplying CCD camera. FRET efficiency between Igs-YFP and µ-ÇFP within the BCR complex, in which the stoichiometry of the donor and acceptor is constant, was calculated based on the following equation, as reported in our recent studies (Sohn et al., 2008):

\[ \text{FRET} = \left( \frac{\text{F} / \text{D} - \beta - \text{K}_A / n \text{A}}{\text{F} / \text{D} - \beta + \text{K}_A} \right) \]

F and D are the mean FI within the region of interest of FRET and CFP TIRF images, respectively, and n is the CFP/YFP stoichiometry, where n = 2 in our TIRF FRET experimental system, as reported in our recent studies (Tolar et al., 2005; Sohn et al., 2008). \( \text{K}_A \) is the ratio of the extinction coefficient of donor (e_D) and acceptor (e_A) when excited at a donor excitation wavelength of 442 nm. \( \text{K}_D \) is the result of ratio 1 multiplied by ratio 2, where ratio 1 is the quantum yield of acceptor (Q_A) divided by donor (Q_D) and ratio 2 is a constant F (C_F) divided by a constant D (C_D). C_F is a constant defining the efficiency of detection acceptor FL with the TIRFM FRET filter setup, and C_A is a constant defining the efficiency of donor FL with the TIRFM CFP filter setup. In our experimental system, \( \text{K}_A \) and \( \text{K}_D \) were calculated based on the following equations, as reported previously (Tolar et al., 2005; Sohn et al., 2006, 2008):

\[ \text{K}_A = \left( \frac{\text{F} / \text{D} - \gamma \times \text{A}}{\text{F} / \text{D} \times \text{E}_{\text{binding}}} \right) \]

\[ \text{K}_D = \left( \frac{\text{F} / \text{D} - \gamma \times \text{A}}{\text{D} \times \text{E}_{\text{binding}}} \right) - \left( \frac{\text{F} / \text{D} - \gamma \times \text{A}}{\text{D}} \right) \]

\[ \text{E}_{\text{binding}} = \left( \frac{1 - \text{D}_{\text{before}}}{\text{D}_{\text{after}}} \right) . \]
In the previously described equations, $\beta$ and $\gamma$ were, respectively, the correction factors for donor (CFP) bleed-through ($\beta$) in the FRET channel and acceptor (YFP) cross talk ($\gamma$) in the FRET channel. In this study, both $\beta$ and $\gamma$ values were calculated from TIRF images of a single CFP- or YFP-expressing CH27 B cell acquired using the same TIRFM settings as for the experimental cells. In our TIRFM settings, the bleed-through of YFP emission to the CFP channel ($\beta$) from the YFP single-positive cell was negligible and, thus, was counted as zero in the calculation of FRET efficiency.

The introduction of TIRF FRET images was analyzed mainly using an Image Pro Plus software package according to previously described protocols (Tolar et al., 2005; Sohn et al., 2006, 2008). In brief, CFP, FRET, and YFP images were background subtracted and smoothed by a Gaussian filter. For the quantification of FRET efficiency at the single-cell level with time, the mean FI from the TIRF images of CFP ($D$), FRET ($F$), and YFP ($A$) were acquired by autotrack function of Image Pro Plus software. When tracking, the contact area of the cell as a whole was taken as the region of interest, and the $3 \times 3$ pixel autotrack mode was used in the software setup. The background FI in close proximity to BCR microclusters was used as the lower-end threshold in the segmentation setup of the autotracking mode.

In this study, FRET efficiency was given as the mean $\pm$ SD or $\Delta$FRET $\pm$ SD as specified in the figures, where $\Delta$FRET is the maximal change of FRET efficiency compared with the initial FRET value throughout the entire time course of imaging. Kinetics of the FRET-efficient losing onset were fitted by the plateau FRET efficiency as 100% before losing starts in both $\mu$-High and $\mu$-Low J558L cells, and the exponential decay function was used to acquire $t_{50}$, where $t$ is the independent variable and $\tau_{50}$ is the fit coefficient:

$$f(t) = \Lambda \times \exp(-t/\tau_{50}).$$

**Single-particle tracking and analysis.** In single-molecule TIRF imaging, $\mu$-High or $\mu$-Low J558L cells or B1-8 primary B cells were labeled with 1 mM Fab Alexa Fluor 568–conjugated anti-IgM antibodies for the best resolution of individual fluorescence spots without the need for further extensive photobleaching, as previously reported (Tolar et al., 2009a). Labeled B cells were washed twice before incubation with antigen-containing lipid bilayers, and images were taken using TIRFM with a 568-nm laser at an output power of 2.5 mW at the objective lens in epifluorescence mode. A 605/40 BP emission filter was used for collection of Alexa Fluor 568 fluorescence. A subregion of roughly 100 $\times$ 100 pixels of the available area of the electron-multiplying CCD chip (512 $\times$ 512 pixels) was used to achieve an exposure time of 35 ms per frame. A single-molecule BCR was captured on 300 frames in a time course of 10 s in streamline acquisition mode, the time resolution of which was found to be sufficient to reliably track the single-molecule BCRs, as previously reported (Tolar et al., 2009a).

Analysis of single-molecule tracking results was performed as described in our previous study (Tolar et al., 2009a). Single-molecule tracking was performed using Matlab code based on available positional fitting and tracking algorithms (Crocker and Grier, 1996; Douglas and Vale, 2005, 2008). The resulting trajectories were visually inspected and occasional errors in tracking were manually corrected. MSD and short-range diffusion coefficients for each BCR molecule trajectory ($D_s$) on time intervals of 35–140 ms were calculated from positional coordinates, as previously reported (Douglas and Vale, 2005, 2008), and plotted as CPD graphs. In this study, thousands of single-molecule BCR trajectories from at least 12 cells were acquired and analyzed for each condition in each experiment, as detailed in the figure legends. The MSD plot was mathematically fitted into a confined diffusion model by the following monoeponential function to acquire the size of the confinement microdomain $L$, where $t$ is the independent variable and $L$ and $D_s$ are the fitting coefficients:

$$f(t) = a + \frac{t^2}{3} \left[ 1 - e^{-\frac{12D_s}{L^2}} \right].$$

**Analysis of intensities and sizes of BCR and antigen microclusters.** Precise 2D positions and integrated FIs of the BCR or antigen microclusters in time-lapse TIRF images were obtained by means of least square fitting of a 2D Gaussian function to each of the 2D FI profiles. Because some of the profiles were found not to be perfectly circular, the Gaussian function was allowed to adopt an elliptical shape (Holtzer et al., 2007),

$$f(x,y) = \frac{1}{2\pi\sigma_x\sigma_y} \exp \left[ -\frac{(x-x_0)^2}{2\sigma_x^2} - \frac{(y-y_0)^2}{2\sigma_y^2} \right],$$

where $\varepsilon = \sqrt{\frac{\sigma_y}{\sigma_x}}$ is the ellipticity of the intensity distribution in the $x$ and $y$ direction, respectively (Fig. S4 A).

Only microclusters that were successfully tracked for at least 10 steps and only the first 60 steps (120 s) of each track of the BCR microclusters from $\mu$-High and $\mu$-Low J558L cells or only the first 20 steps (40 s) of each track from B1-8 primary B cell microclusters were selected for analysis. This selection was necessary to avoid tracking and Gaussian fitting errors, both of which arise from spots merging and overlapping at later stages of the observed processes. If two spots merge, tracking for one of them is inevitably terminated, whereas Gaussian fitting is only reliable on well-separated and approximately round spots. For the intensity and size analyses, arithmetic means and standard errors of the values of the respective parameters were calculated for all selected spots present in one frame and plotted versus time. Finally, values belonging to the same track were normalized to the first position of the track. The statistical test used to compare the kinetics of microcluster growth is as previously described (Elseo et al., 2004; Baldwin et al., 2007) or through the online server available at http://bioinf.wehi.edu.au/software/compareCurves/index.html.

**Measurements of calcium influx from B cells on a planar lipid bilayer.** For measurement of intracellular calcium influx in B cells stimulated by membrane-associated antigen, B1-8 primary B cells were incubated with 2 µg/ml Fluor-4AM and 5 µg/ml FuraRed-AM in the presence of 4 mM probenecid (Invitrogen). Cells were illuminated with epifluorescence imaging at the temperature and for the time course indicated in the figures before imaging, as previously reported (Tolar et al., 2005; Sohn et al., 2006, 2008). In brief, the $\mu$-High J558L cells were pretreated with 50 µM piceatannol for 10 min at RT to block the specific phosphorylation of the Syk substrate BLNK in the early BCR signaling pathway (Tolar et al., 2005). The $\mu$-High J558L cells were pretreated with...
100 µM monodansylcadaverine for 10 min at RT to block internalization, or were pretreated with 1 µM latrunculin B for 10 min at RT to block actin polymerization (Tolar et al., 2005). The µ-High J558L cells were pretreated with 1 µM jasplakinolide for 45 min at 37°C to block actin depolymerization (Bubb et al., 2000), or were pretreated with 2 µM nocodazole for 1 h at 4°C followed with another 0.5 h at 37°C, a procedure to efficiently disrupt the tubulin–cytoskeleton filaments (Schliwa and Euteneuer, 1978; Rodionov et al., 2003). The µ-High J558L cells were pretreated for 30 min at RT with 100 µM colchicine to disrupt microtubule filaments or 100 µM taxol to stabilize microtubule filaments (Huby et al., 1998). As a control, the µ-High J558L cells were pretreated with DMSO for 1 h at 4°C, followed with another 0.5 h at 37°C before imaging.

Surface plasmon resonant binding assay. To acquire the affinity constant \( K_a \) of various B1–8 antibodies with either NIP- or pNP-hapten antigen peptide, the real-time binding kinetics of B1–8 antibodies at five different concentrations with the immobilized peptide antigen on biosensor chips (CM5, BIAcore AB) were examined by a surface plasmon resonance instrument (model 3000; BIAcore AB). NIP1-His12 or pNP-His12 peptide antigens were immobilized on sensor chips using an amine-coupling procedure according to the manufacturer’s protocols. In brief, the dextran layer of the sensor surface was activated by a fresh mixture of N-ethyl-N’-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride and N-hydroxysuccinimide (BIAcore AB). NIP1-His12 or pNP-His12 peptide antigens were injected and coupled to the chip surface. The chip was then blocked by ethanolamine for the remaining active surface (BIAcore AB). B1–8 or B1–8-High antibodies were provided by G. Kelsoe (Duke University, Durham, NC).

To acquire B1–8-Low antibodies, point mutants of \( C_{AAGTC} \) to \( C_{AATAAG} \) were made in the cDNA of membrane-version γ-B1-8-Low mIgG to introduce a stop codon immediately after the mIgG extracellular proximal domain (CM5; BIAcore AB) were examined by a surface plasmon resonance instrument (model 3000; BIAcore AB). NIP1-His12 or pNP-His12 peptide antigens were immobilized on sensor chips using an amine-coupling procedure according to the manufacturer’s protocols. In brief, the dextran layer of the sensor surface was activated by a fresh mixture of N-ethyl-N’-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride and N-hydroxysuccinimide (BIAcore AB). NIP1-His12 or pNP-His12 peptide antigens were injected and coupled to the chip surface. The chip was then blocked by ethanolamine for the remaining active surface (BIAcore AB). B1–8 or B1–8-High antibodies were provided by G. Kelsoe (Duke University, Durham, NC).

Online supplemental material. Fig. S1 shows the real-time association and dissociation kinetics for the binding of B1–8 antibodies to NIP1 or pNP1 conjugated to the peptide His12 by BIAcore surface plasmon resonance. Fig. S2 shows the surface expression of BCRs on µ-High and µ-Low J558L cells and schematically presents the experimental design of two-color live-cell time-lapse imaging in TIRFM. Fig. S3 shows that the growth of BCR microclusters is selective and excludes MHC class I molecules. Fig. S4 schematically presents the 2D Gaussian spreading function used in this report for the mathematical fittings of the microclusters, and three additional Gaussian functions in different perspectives are shown to illustrate their visual appearance with respect to variations in integrated FI and FWHM. Fig. S5 demonstrates that the growth of BCR microclusters is antigen affinity dependent. Fig. S6 shows the accumulation of BCRs and antigen into microclusters in B1–8 primary B cells placed on NIP1-His12-Hylight647–containing lipid bilayers. Fig. S7 shows that B1–8 primary B cells activated by the membrane-bound high affinity antigen NIP1-His12 show faster and stronger calcium responses compared with B cells activated by the low affinity antigen pNP1-His12. Video 1 shows that high affinity BCRs are enhanced in their ability to form immobile oligomers. Videos 2–4 show that the accumulation of BCRs and antigens into the contact area between B cells and antigen–containing planar lipid bilayers is affinity dependent. Video 5 shows that BCR microclusters grow in FI with time when encountering antigen–containing lipid bilayers. Video 6 shows that antigen microclusters grow with time when encountering antigen–containing lipid bilayers. Video 7 shows that the growth of BCR microclusters is selective. Video 8 shows that the growth of BCR microclusters is antigen affinity dependent. Video 9 shows that the BCR and antigen microclusters in B1–8 primary B cells grow as they are moved into the center B cell synapse. Video 10 shows that the B1–8 primary B cells activated by the membrane-bound high affinity antigen NIP1-His12 show faster and stronger calcium responses compared with cells activated by the low affinity antigen pNP1-His12. Online supplemental material is available at http://www.jem.org/cgi/content/full/jem.20092123/DC1.
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